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Sergei Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64 

 

Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet is the only ballet in the repertoire that is realistically in the 

same class as the three Tchaikovsky ballets. Despite the fact that it was composed under 

duress in turbulent times, it is Prokofiev’s masterpiece. It is probably reasonable to assume 

that Russian conductors have a natural affinity for Romeo and Juliet. Valery Gergiev (Philips 

and LSO Live), Vladimir Ashkenazy (Decca), and Dmitri Kitayenko (Chandos) have all 

recorded the complete ballet. The forceful Gergiev and Ashkenazy performances are 

conceptually similar, but Ashkenazy is preferable because he gets better sound; in fact, 

Gergiev’s LSO Live SACD is extremely disappointing sonically. Kitayenko offers a valid 

alternative reading that emphasizes the lyric-Romantic aspects of the love story, but the 

persistently slow tempos eventually make it sound leaden and lacking in dynamic contrasts. 

The best recording, by far, is by Lorin Maazel and the Cleveland Orchestra (Decca). The 

sound, orchestral execution, and Maazel’s interpretation are equally stunning. This is, in my 

opinion, the greatest recording that Maazel ever made. Riccardo Muti with the Philadelphia 

Orchestra (EMI) and Chicago Symphony Orchestra (CSO-Resound) and Michael Tilson 

Thomas conducting the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra have also made excellent 

recordings of extended suites or excerpts. Muti (like Maazel) is exceptionally dynamic, and 

Tilson Thomas gets remarkable results with a lighter touch. 

So, the recorded competition is formidable for Vasily Petrenko and the Oslo Philharmonic 

Orchestra. His total timing is similar to the others, but there is considerable variation in 

tempo in the individual sections. When compared to Maazel, Muti, Tilson Thomas, or even 

Gergiev, all of whom have mastered the art of symphonic ballet, Petrenko consistently falls 

short of being electric. 

To address some specific examples, in the act I fight scene, the Oslo Philharmonic pales in 

comparison to the dazzling virtuosity of the Cleveland Orchestra. Petrenko’s “Dance of the 

Knights” lacks the weight and swagger of Muti, but in this instance he is better than Maazel, 

who drives the music too hard. The massive chords of the recurring fate motif are okay, but 

sound tight and compressed compared to the Cleveland Orchestra, which benefits greatly 

from Decca’s wide-open, airy sound. In the Balcony Scene, Petrenko moves things along, 

seemingly more interested in revving up the passion than soaring lyricism. Interestingly, he 

is more than a minute shorter than Maazel, who is sometimes accused of conducting like a 

machine. In the finale to act II, Petrenko is way too slow. “The Death of Tybalt” loses 

momentum and lacks impact. I like Petrenko’s fairly slow tempo for the act III interlude 
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featuring Prokofiev’s soaring brass theme alternating with sumptuous wave-like orchestral 

chords, but the lack of instrumental detail detracts from its cumulative impact. Petrenko’s 

final scene is very slow and simply cannot remotely compare to the dynamic impact and 

tension that Maazel ratchets up with his magnificent orchestra. 

The sound on the Lawo CDs is adequate, but far from the audiophile level of Maazel/Decca. 

There is a mid-hall perspective with a somewhat constricted soundstage that sounds a little 

boxy. The big climaxes are somewhat congested, but the solo mandolins are just right. The 

important percussion instruments are relegated to the background, severely dampening the 

score’s many colorful effects. The bass drum that is critical to Prokofiev’s orchestral sonority 

is missing in action. 

Petrenko gives a laid-back interpretation that lacks rhythmic intensity and dynamic impact, 

especially when compared to Maazel’s better-sounding Decca recording that is a prime 

candidate for release on a Blu-ray audio disc. For the complete ballet, Maazel is the clear 

winner, followed by Gergiev/Philips for the performance and Ashkenazy/Decca for its 

sound. In the various extended suites, Muti with either the Philadelphia Orchestra or Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra is more impactful, but Tilson Thomas remains remarkable for his 

finely nuanced rhythmic touch and transparent instrumental textures. Arthur Lintgen 
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